This paper is a comprehensive introduction to the language of Timed CSP, proposed by Reed and Roscoe (1986). A brief description of the notation is followed by a detailed survey of timed and untimed models for the language. A compositional proof system is included, together with an account of timed refinement. The paper ends with a list of the changes made to the theory in recent years, and a brief discussion of other timed process algebras.
Introduction
The language described in this paper is very different to the original CSP notation of [ 121. The language and models of Timed CSP have undergone a gradual evolution, from [21] to [7] . The forthcoming text on CSP and Timed CSP should provide for some degree of standardisation; until then, we offer this document as a guide to the current state of Timed CSP.
The paper begins with a description of the language of Timed CSP, and the mode1 of computation.
In Section 3, we show how timed and untimed models for the language may be used to capture requirements and establish results about program behaviour. Two complete compositional proof systems are presented: for the untimed traces, and timed failures models. In Section 4, a notion of timed refinement is introduced, relating timed programs to untimed specifications.
In Section 5, we provide a complete list of the changes made to the language of Timed CSP since [21] . The mathematical foundations provided by Reed and Roscoe [22] and Reed [20] are sufficiently robust to support such improvements without the need to restructure the semantic models. These changes have been motivated by case studies and applications, rather than by any need to modify the original intuition. The paper ends with a brief discussion of other timed process algebras.
The language of Timed CSP
A program in Timed CSP is a term in the abstract syntax, a language construct such as a+Stop. An observation of a program is a record of observable behaviour during an execution. A model is a denotational semantic model for the language, in which each program is identified with a set of observations. The different models are named according to the type of observations made: in the timed traces model, observations are sequences of timed events.
A process is an element of a semantic model: a set of observations which defines a pattern of behaviour. We find it useful to maintain a distinction between programs and processes, although it is not strictly necessary -valid programs are identified with elements of the semantic model. The construction of the semantic models is influenced by the properties of our model of computation. These include the following.
Maximal progress: A program will execute until it terminates or requires some external synchronisation.
Maximal parallelism: Each component of a parallel combination has sufficient resources; the speed of execution is independent of the number of programs in a parallel combination. This model of computation is consistent with that employed in [13] .
Untimed CSP
The language of CSP includes primitive operators for parallel composition, nondeterministic choice, and hiding. This makes for an elegant notation in which the problems of concurrency, nondeterminism, and abstraction can be addressed separately. The language also provides constructs for modelling deadlock, recursion, and program relabelling: terminate immediately. The prefix operator + allows one to add communication events to a program description. The program a +P is initially prepared to engage in synchronisation a; if this event occurs, it immediately begins to behave as P. The sequential composition operator transfers control upon termination. In the program P;Q, control is passed from program P to program Q if and when P performs the termination event J. This event is not visible to the environment, and occurs as soon as P is ready to perform it.
PO Q is an external choice between programs P and Q. If the environment is prepared to cooperate with P but not Q, then the choice is resolved in favour of P, and vice versa. P n Q is a internal choice between P and Q; the outcome of this choice is nondeterministic. The program a : A+ Pa offers an external choice of initial event a, drawn from a set A which may be infinite. This construct allows one to model program input from a channel. If channel c carries values of type T, then c?x: T+P,=a: {c. 01 UET}+P,' where P:., =P,. The program c?x: T-+P, is prepared to accept any value v of type Ton channel c, and then behave accordingly. We use the expression c! u to denote the output of value u on channel c. No choice construct is required in this case; the value transmitted is determined by the sending program.
The timeout program P 1> Q may behave as Q, or offers a choice between P and Q, according to whether the timeout has occurred or not. It untimed CSP, the resulting behaviour is that of a nondeterministic choice: without timing information, we cannot determine when the timeout occurs.
The interrupt program PAQ behaves as P but may be interrupted by any initial event of Q; at this point, control is transferred to Q and process P is discarded. The transfer operator $ passes control from one program to another after a predetermained time has elapsed. Without timing information, the first program may be interrupted at any point. A synchronised parallel combination of a set of programs is parameterised by a corresponding set of interfaces: for each program P, we provide an interface set Ap. In the network of programs defined by NETWORK= jjAPP each event a requires the participation of every subprogram P such that aeAp. Every pair of subprograms must cooperate on each event from the intersection of their interface sets. A simple form of network is the binary parallel combination
PAI!BQ
in which program P may perform only those events in A, program Q may perform only those events in B, and the two programs must cooperate on events drawn from the intersection of A and B.
In an asynchronous parallel combination Pill Q both subprograms evolve concurrently without interacting, though they must agree on termination.
If both subprograms are capable of performing the same event a, then a degree of nondeterminism may be introduced. In the hybrid parallel program components P and Q must synchronise upon events from set C, and on termination; and they interleave on all other events.
The relabelled program f(P) has a similar control structure to P, with observable events renamed according to function5
The program P\A behaves as P, except that events from set A are concealed from the environment of the program. Hidden events no longer require the cooperation of the environment, and so occur as soon as P is ready to perform them.
The recursive program pX* F(X) behaves as F(X), with each instance of variable X representing a recursive invocation; this program satisfies the equation P=F(P).
These programs have a well-defined semantics if the function F is guarded. In untimed CSP, a function F is guarded if every free occurrence of X in F(X) is preceded by at least one observable event.
Timed CSP
The language of Timed CSP is defined by the following grammar rule:
In this rule, event a is drawn from the set of all synchronisations C, event set A ranges over the set of subsets of C, and t is a nonnegative real number. We place no lower bound on the interval between consecutive events -this allows one to mode1 asynchronous processes in a satisfactory fashion, without artificial constraints upon the times at which independent events may be observed. The new operator Wait is a delayed form of Skip; it does nothing, but is ready to terminate successfully after the specified time.
As is untimed CSP, we consider events to be instantaneous; if the duration of an action is of interest, then that action may be modelled by considering the beginning and the end of the action to be separate events.
In the timeout program P D Q control is transferred from P to Q if no communications have occurred. If an attempt at communication involving P is made at time t precisely, then the outcome will be nondeterministic.
The situation is analogous to a bid being made as the auctioneer brings the hammer down: a satisfactory outcome cannot be guaranteed.
The timed interrupt, or transfer program behaves as P until time t, when control is transferred to Q.
The recursive program PX * F(X) behaves as F(X), with each instance of variable X representing an immediate recursive invocation. This program satisfies the equation P = F(P). Again, recursive programs have a well-defined semantics if the defining function is guarded. In Timed CSP, a function F(X) is guarded if every free occurrence of X in the body of F(X) is preceded by a nonzero time delay.
Semantic models for Timed CSP
In [20] , a variety of semantic models were defined for the language of Timed CSP. In these models, programs are associated with sets of observations.
We may reason about programs by reasoning about these sets: a predicate on the semantic set corresponds to a requirement upon the program. For example, in the Traces mode1 of CSP, we may capture the requirement that program P never performs a visible action with the predicate
VtrEtraces(P)*tr=( )
In this model, the program Stop is associated with the singleton set { ( )I, containing only the empty trace. We may conclude that Stop is a program that meets this requirement. Accordingly, a specijcation is a predicate on observations. For example, a specification in the untimed traces model _MuT is a predicate of the form S(tr), where tr is an arbitrary trace. A program P satisjes a specification if that specification holds for every observation of an execution of P. In the traces model, we define a satisfaction relation
where FuT is the semantic function for the traces model. We will omit the qualification 'in _4& where the identity of the mode1 is obvious from the context.
I. Untimed models
The most abstract semantic mode1 for the language of CSP is the traces mode1 of [ 131. It is also the most widely used and well-understood of all the semantic models. In the traces model, each program is associated with a set of untimed finite traces _ sequences of observable events. If we establish the truth of each antecedent, then we can be assured of the truth of the consequent, providing that the side condition holds. Each consequent will take the form Psat S: these rules may be used to establish that a program meets a given specification.
An untimed proof system
The following logical rules may be derived for the untimed traces model: The null specification is true of any program, each goal may be addressed separately, and we may weaken any specification already established. From the semantic equations given in [20] , we may derive an inference rule for each operator in the language. Any nonempty trace of the program a -+ P must begin with the event a, and continue with a trace of program P:
We may produce a nonempty trace of a --f P by catenating the singleton trace (a) with a trace tr' of program P. A trace of the sequential composition P;Q may be either a trace of P -if this program has not terminated -or the catenation of a trace of P and a trace of Q:
Qsat T(tr)
The termination event 4 is hidden from the environment: it is not present in the event sets of traces tr and trp.
An observation of a choice program must be an observation of at least one of the components:
PsatS(tr) Q sat T( tr)
In establishing that a program meets a safety requirement, there is no need to distinguish between internal and external choice. The prefix choice program a: A-P, is initially prepared to engage in any event from A. If no events have been observed, then no event from A may be refused.
Va:A*P,satS,(tr)
If a is the first event observed, then a is an element of A, and the subsequent behaviour will be due to P,.
In the timeout program PDQ control is transferred from P to Q at time t if no communications have occurred. Without timing information, we may infer only that the program behaves either as P, or as Q:
The program P 5 Q behaves as P until some predetermined time, at which control is transferred to Q.
Psat S(tr)

Q sat T( tr) P
Qsat3trp,trp-tr=trphtrQ A S(trp) A T(trQ)
An untimed trace of this program is simply a trace of P, followed by a trace of Q. Similarly, the program PA Q behaves as P until control is passed to Q:
PaQsat3trp,trQ*tr=trphtrQ A S(trp) A T(trQ)
We may infer only that the resulting trace is formed by concatenating two traces: one from P, and one from Q.
A parallel combination may terminate only when all programs are ready to terminate.
When we consider the semantics of such a construct, we include this condition explicitly, by adding the special event 4 to each interface set: if A is a set of events, we define the augmented set AJ=Flu{J} Clearly, the interface will be unchanged if the termination event has already been included. In a synchronised parallel combination, each component participates in every event from its interface set. If the parallel combination is observed to perform trace tr, then each component P, has contributed the trace tr 1 A:, where Ai is the correspondng interface set, and the projection operator is defined by
The resulting inference rule is In the interleaved parallel combination P 111 Q both programs execute independently. However, synchronisation is required if either component is to terminate. This leads to the following inference rule for the interleaving operator:
The image of P under relabelling f may engage in the event f(a) whenever P can engage in the event a:
The effect of concealing a set of communications is simple: they disappear from the recorded trace. We define a trace hiding operator in terms of the projection operator introduced above: Finally, we require a recursion induction rule for reasoning about recursive program descriptions. A complete theory of recursion induction for untimed CSP is presented in [24] . Here, we will content ourselves with the rule for the p-operator.
XsatS(tr)=>F(X)satS(tr) pX*F(X)satS(tr) [F is guarded, S is satisfiable]
To show that a recursive program PX * F(X) satisfies a specification S, we have only to
show that the specification is satisfiable, invariant under recursive calls, and that the defining function is guarded. A specification S is satisfiable if there is some program P for which P sat S.
Timed models
A variety of timed models have been defined for the language of CSP. Just as the untimed models recorded trace, refusal and stability information, the timed models record timed traces, timed refusals, and timed stabilities. The simplest of the timed models, MTT, associates a program with a set of timed traces. The timed failures model k&, and the timed failures-stability model &! TFS record the events refused by a program during and after the observation of each timed trace.
The timed stability models _/ZTs and MTFS include information about the presence of internal activity. The stability value of an observation is the earliest time by which all internal activity is guaranteed to have ceased. In the timed failures-stability model, each failure (s,X) of a program is associated with a single stability value M between 0 and co, inclusive. If the program exhibits the external behaviour described by (s, X), then all internal activity must cease at or before time CL In the specification of a real-time system, internal activity is usually of only secondary importance.
The correctness of a design will be expressed as a set of constraints upon the occurrence and availability of observable events or external synchronisations. This is precisely the information that may be obtained from the timed failures mode1 MTF. Furthermore, the timed models without timed refusals are complicated by the need to record the times at which events first become available, in order to give a satisfactory semantics to the hiding operator. For these reasons, we restrict our attention to the timed failures model of CSP.
In this model, we record the times at which the program performs or refuses external events or synchronisations. An observation is an ordered pair (timed trace, timed refusal)
in which the timed trace records the sequence of timed events observed, and the timed refusal records the set of timed events refused.
In the untimed failures model, each observation contains an untimed trace and an untimed refusal. If the observation
is made of program P, then we know that P may perform the events in the trace, and then refuse to engage in any of the events from the refusal. In the timed failures model, the observation of a pair (s,X) coresponds to the knowledge that the program may perform the events of the trace s while refusing the events from the refusal set X. As in the untimed models, we use C to denote the set of all observable events. Our domain of time values is the nonnegative real numbers
A timed event is simply an event from C labelled with a time value from TIME. The set of all timed events is a Cartesian product
TE=TIMExC
A timed trace is a finite sequence of timed events, such that events appear in chronological order:
TT={sEseqTEI((t,,a,),(t,,a,))~s =j tldtz)
where s1 =$ s2 iff s1 is a subsequence of s2.
If I is a finite half-open time interval, and A is a set of events, then we say that the Cartesian product I x A is a refusal token, describing the refusal of a program to perform any event from A throughout interval I: every event from A is refused continuously.
We insist that the component intervals I are finite: all observations are completed in a finite time. This is a characteristic property of the timed failures model: if two programs have distinct meanings, then they may be distinguished in a finite time. The set of all refusal tokens is given by
A timed refusal X corresponds to a record of events refused during a particular execution: timed event (t, a) is an element of X if and only if event a was refused at time t during this execution. The set of all timed refusals is given by TR={URJRERTA R is finite)
Any observation of refusal behaviour may be characterised as a3finite union of refusal tokens: this is a consequence of the finite variability assumption of our computational model. The set of all timed observations, or timed failures, is thus
6&= TTx TR
We may define a semantic function 9 rF from the syntax to the powerset UY!+,, associating each program with a set of timed failures. From the defining equations of this function, we may derive a complete set of inference rules, similar to the one presented above for the untimed traces model. The statement of these rules will require some additional notation for timed observations.
We define the function o upon each type of timed observation:
returning the set of events present in the trace, refusal or failure. Similarly, the operator "times" returns the set of times present in each object:
times(s)={t~3a~((t,u))<s} times(X)=(tl3u*(t, a)EX} times(s, X) = times(s) u times(X)
We will need to restrict our attention to the events refused during a particular interval I G TIME:
A timed proof system
As in the case of the untimed traces model, we provide an inference rule for each operator in the language of Timed CSP, beginning with the broken program Stop. Any trace of this program must be equal to the empty trace, Stopsats=() but we can infer nothing about a typic1 refusal set.
The program Skip is initially prepared to perform the termination event 4 -the only action that this program may perform: 
J,> A J$o(xf[t,t')) A t'at
If no events have been observed then J must be available continuously from time t onwards. Otherwise, J is observed at a time t' 3 t and made available at all times between t and t'.
To describe the behaviour of sequential composition and choice programs, we will need to refer to the time of the first and last events recorded:
We take the infimum and supremum of the empty set of times to be co and 0, respectively. This choice of values is the most convenient for the subsequent mathematics. We extend the definition of the end operator to timed failures:
The interval [0, end(s, X) ) is the duration of the observation. We define a linear addition function for timed traces, timed refusals, and timed failures, shifting each recorded time by a constant amount:
h-w-to= (~,w+(-to) For this function to return valid traces and refusals, we require that
respectively; time values must be nonnegative. The event prefix operator is associated with the following rule:
If the trace is empty, then a may not be refused, and is therefore absent from the refusal set X. Otherwise, the first event must be a. If a occurs at time t, we know that a may not be refused before this time; the subsequent behaviour is due to program P, and must satisfy specification S.
The behaviour of the sequential composition P; Q depends upon whether the first component has terminated: The trace sp may be extended with a 4 event at some time t (this event is hidden by the sequential composition operator).
In the presence of the sequential composition operator, the event J occurs as soon as it becomes available, so we know that it may be refused at any time before t. Hence (sp-((t,J)),XrCO)t)u(CO)t)X {J>)) must be an observation of P. The second part of the trace, together with the refusals after t, is an observation of Q. An observation of a nondeterministic choice must be an observation of at least one of the components:
PsatS(s,X) Qsat T(s, X)
PnQsatS(s,X)v T(s,X)
In the case of a deterministic choice, we may also infer that any event refused before the first event is observed must be refused by both programs:
QwtT(s,X)
PoQsatS(s,X) v T(s,X) A S( ( >, XT CO, h@(s))) A 73 ( >, X 1 CO, begin(s)))
Any observation of the form (( ),X) must be common to both alternatives. Science 138 (1995) 243-271 251
The prefix choice program a: A+P, is initially prepared to engage in any event from A. If no events have been observed, then no event from A may be refused.
Vu: A*P,satS,(s,X)
a: A-+P,sats=( ) A VUEA*~+(X)
s=((t,a))-s' A Va~A*a$o(Xt[O,t)) v S,((s',X)-t)
In the timeout program Pk Q, control is transferred to Q unless P performs an external action before time t.
Psat S(s, X) Q sat T(s, X)
PkQsatbegin(s)<t A S(s,X)
V begin(S)>t A S(( >,XT[O,t)) A T((S,X)-t)
The image of P under relabelling f may engage in the event f(u) whenever P can engage in the event a:
Psat S(s, X) f(P)satW*s=f(s')
A S(s',f_'(X))
The expression f-'(X) denotes the set {(t, a) 1 (t,f'(u))~X ). This is the inverse image of refusal set X under function 1:
To reason about the observations of P\A, we identify the observations of P in which every event from A occurs as soon as possible. These are precisely the observations of P in which events from A may be continuously refused; if we can show that these observations satisfy a behavioural specification S' such that
S'(s,Xu[O,end(s,X)) x A) a S(s\A,X)
then we may conclude that P\A satisfies S. The resulting inference rule for the hiding operator is
Psat([O,end(s,X))x AEX*S'(S,X)) S'(s,Xu[O,end(s,X))x A)aS(s\A,X)
J. Davies, S. Schneider 1 Theoretical Computer Science 138 (1995) 243-271
The second antecedent states that if S' holds for observation (s, X) when events from A are continuously refused,
S'(s,Xu[O,end(s,X))xA)
then S should hold of the same observation when events from A are removed from the trace. If we are to find a suitable specification S' for program P, the external specification S must not depend upon the occurrence of events from A.
The program P f Q behaves as P until time t, when control is transferred to program Q.
PsatS(s,X) Q sat T(s, X)
P f Qsat3sp,s,*s=s, -sa A end(s,) < t < begin
S(sP,XfCO,r)) A T((s,,X)-r)
An observation of this program is simply an observation of P, ending at or before time t, followed by an observation of Q. An observation of the interrupt program P LI Q is an observation of P and Q in which P does nothing once Q has started to communicate.
Any event refused before Q starts must be refused by Q as well as P.
PsatS(s,X) Q sat T(s, X)
PAQsat3s,,sa-s=sP ^sQ A S(Sp,Xf[O,begin(sQ))) A T(sQ?x)
If the interrupt has not taken place, then the second trace (sQ) is empty.
To describe the behaviour of parallel combinations, we will need to restrict our attention to the occurrence and availability of events from a particular interface set. We define a projection operator on traces and refusals:
and OtA=O
(((t,a))-s) r A=((t, a))-(~ t A) if aeA s tA otherwise X rA=Xn(TIMExA)
an operator to remove the timing information from a trace:
events(( ))=( ) events( ((t, a))-~)= (a)-events(s)
Suppose that (s,X) is an observation of the network where the collection of programs Pi is indexed by some finite set I. For every index i, the restriction of trace s to the set A/ is the trace of events performed by the corresponding program Pi. Furthermore, trace s contains only events drawn from set Suppose that (si,Xi) is the corresponding observation of component Pi. We can choose these observations such that
C(Xi)EAJ
Any event from set A/ will require the cooperation of Pi, so xicx Iii" and the inference rule for parallel combination is 
X\AJ=X,\AJ=XQ\AJ A s(sPt xP) * T(sQ~ xQ)
where X\A=Xn[O,co)x(C\A) The interleaving operator admits a similar rule:
PsatS(s,X) Q sat T(s, X)
x tiJ>=xP t {JbxQ t id> * x\{&=xP\{~~=xQ\~~~ A
S(SP, XP) * T(sQ,XQ)
Once again, we require a recursion induction rule for reasoning about recursive program descriptions. A complete theory of recursion, which provides for the definition of programs by sets of mutually recursive equations, is presented in [S] . Here, we present the rule for the p operator:
To show that a recursive program PX * F(X) satisfies a specification S, we have only to show that the specification is satisfiable, invariant under recursive calls, and that the defining function is guarded.
Refinement
The semantic models for Timed CSP form a hierarchy, ordered by the information content of the semantic sets. The models are linked by projection mappings [20] , represented by arrows in Fig. 1 ; the nature of these mappings ensures that results established in one model remain true as we move upwards. In reasoning about complex systems, we may use the simplest semantic model that is sufficient to express the current requirement, safe in the knowledge that the argument remains valid in the To establish that a program P satisfies a specification of the form S A T we begin by choosing the simplest model A% in which both S and T may be expressed. If one of these conditions -say S -can be expressed as a behavioural specification S' in a smaller model A', without loss of information, then we may be able to establish S by reasoning within A'. If the two specifications are equivalent, and we can prove that P satisfies S' in _.&I, then our refinement relation will allow us to deduce that P satisfies S in the larger model A.
If the larger model is a timed model, and the smaller model is an untimed model, it may be helpful to remove the timing information from the description of program P. We define a syntactic abstraction 0 upon the syntax of Timed CSP, removing the timing information from timed operators. The definition of 0 is entirely obvious: the delay operator is the only operator without a untimed equivalent, and we define
for any time t.
We are required to prove that the projection O(P) satisfies a condition S', equivalent to the original specification S, but expressed in terms of model A?. For example, suppose that we wish to establish that a program P meets a conjunction of safety and liveness properties SAFE A Ll VE, and that l the safety condition SAFE depends only upon the order of occurrence of certain events; in this case, we may be able to establish SAFE using the untimed trace model l a proof that the program satisfies the liveness condition LZ VE will require consideration of the timing properties of components of P; in this case, we must employ the timed failures model
We formalise the specification of P using the larger of the two models
SAFE(s,X) A LI VE(s, X)
and define an untimed trace specification SAFE'(w) which is equivalent to SAFE, but is expressed in terms of the untimed traces model:
V~ETT*SAFE(S)=SAFE'(~~~~& s)
Our proof obligation is then reduced to showing that
O(P) sat SAFE'(tr) P sat LIVE(s,X)
This reduction is justified by a refinement proof rule from .A& to A&.~:
O(P)sat S'(w) in A&-VSE TT-S' (events s)eS(s)
PsatS(s) in A%$-~
This rule follows from a more general theory of refinement, linking all of the semantic models in our hierarchy. If models A and A' are linked by a projection mapping z, then we may define a refinement relation c n on programs, such that where S' is an equivalent form of specification S, expressed in terms of model A?'.
The evolution of Timed CSP
The erosion of the delta
The most important change in the language and models of Timed CSP was the disappearance of the universal delay constant 6. In [21] , this delay was associated with every recursive call, and every event prefix operation. This supported the assertion that every recursive program had a valid semantics; every recursive call was guarded by a delay of at least 6.
The association of 6 with event prefix prevented the simultaneous observance of causally-related events. It can be argued that, if the observance of event b is contingent upon the occurrence of event a, it should be impossible to observe both events at the same time. This treatment of timed observations meant that timed traces contained no more information than a bag -or multiset -of timed events: the ordering of events is determined only by their time of occurrence.
The multiset view of timed observations was included as an axiom in the semantic models of [ZO] . This axiom insisted that, if a and b are observed at a single time instant, then they may be recorded in either order. In the timed failures model, for example, the axiom took the form (S,X)ES A szw r=$ (W,X)ES This states that, for any process S, if (s,X) is a possible observation of S and w is trace-equivalent to s, then (w,X) is also a possible observation of S. Two traces are equivalent if they differ only in the order of appearance of simultaneous events.
However, aspects of instant cu~s~lj~y are present in other aspects of the language and semantic models. In a sequential composition, control is passed to the second program at the instant the first program terminates: this does not contradict the above axiom, because the termination event is not observable, but the resulting semantics conflicts with our operational intuition.
We may improve the situation by associating a 6 delay with every sequential operator, as in [25,&J, but the presence of these delays makes the notion difficult to use, and the language lacks certain algebraic properties: for example, the familiar identities
fail to hold in the semantic models of [20] .
Furthermore, a degree of instant causality is present in our treatment of refusal information. Consider the following external choice program:
If this program engages in event a at time f, then event b is unavailable from time t onwards. The withdrawal of the offer is instantaneous: in a timed observation, the refusal information at time t is subsequent to the trace information at time t.
By rejecting the multiset view, and adopting a more abstract view of timed observations -in which the order of simultaneous events is important -we obtain a simpler, more consistent semantics for the language. In the current models of Timed CSP, the only operator to introduce a delay is the delay operator, Wait. In particular, the operations of recursion and prefix are instantaneous, and the above identities are restored. The new language supports the definition of programs by sets of mutually recursive equations. The removal of the trace equivalence axiom allows us to establish a closer relation with the untimed models of CSP, facilitating timed refinement of programs and processes.
There is a small price to pay. Without the constant delay 6, we have no guarantee that a recursive program has a valid semantics. We need to check that every recursive invocation is guarded by some nonzero delay. This is almost always a simple syntactic check upon the program in question: see [S] .
Finite choice
The language of [21] did not include constructs for infinite choice. In [20, 25] , the language was extended to include prefix choice: the program a: A+P, offers a choice of initial events from a possibly infinite set A. The subsequent behaviour is dependent upon the name of the first event performed. This construct allows one to model communication along a channel. We define the operation of channel input as follows:
where c is a channel, and v is an element of channel data type V.
If the choice set is infinite, it is necessary to place a restriction upon the set of options {a+P, 1 SEA}. One of the assumptions of our computational model is Jinite variability, which states that a program may undergo only finitely many changes of state during a finite interval of time. In the finite timed models of CSP, we require the bounded speed axiom to guarantee finite variability:
Vt*3nEN*sES A end(s)<t =z-#(s)<n
This states that, for any time t, there is a natural number n such that every trace s ending before t contains no more than n events. To ensure that the semantics of a prefix choice program satisfies this requirement, we must check that the set of alternative programs {P, 1 a~ A} is uniformly bounded _ that there exists a function n : TIME+N
Vi: I; t; TIME *SGS A end(s)< t + # (s),<n(t)
The function n provides a uniform bound for every program in the set of alternatives.
The combination of infinite prefix choice and the hiding operator introduces infinite nondeterministic choice into our language. Consider the following program: we obtain the result that, for any specification S, there is a least deterministic program P which satisfies S.
l Unbounded timed refusals correspond more closely to untimed refusal sets. Offers and refusals recorded in untimed CSP are based upon eventualities: we consider an event to be refused if it is eventually refused forever. Infinite refusal sets allow one to express this condition, and we are able to establish a refinement relation between timed and untimed models.
l By describing complete executions, we are able to address fairness requirements in a timed context, see [7] , and support the temporal logic concepts of always and
eventually.
The principal disadvantage of the infinite timed model lies in the complexity of the fixed point theory required to give a suitable semantics to recursive programs: the model is neither a complete metric space nor a complete partial order.
Timeout
Although the addition of Wait to the untimed syntax allows to simulate certain forms of timeout and interrupt behaviour, the simulation is too complicated to be practical. A more satisfactory solution comes from treating such operators as language primitives. Although the extended language is harder to reason about -there are more cases to consider -it is easier to reason with.
The first primitive to be added was the timeout operator D. In the program PctQ control is transferred from P to Q at time t if no communications have occurred. If an attempt at communication involving P is made at time t precisely, then the outcome will be nondeterministic.
If either of the subprograms should terminate, then the timeout program terminates immediately. Without the time parameter, the timeout operator is an operator of untimed CSP.
The program P D Q may behave as Q, or offer a choice between P and Q, according to whether the timeout has occurred, or not.
The resulting behaviour is that of a nondeterministic choice: without timing information, we cannot determine when the timeout occurs.
It is possible to define the delay operator Wait using the timeout operator:
Wait t = Stop k Skip
Interrupt
To describe systems in which a component program may be interrupted during execution, an interrupt operator was added to the language. The program
PAQ
behaves as P but may be interrupted by any initial event of Q. At this point, control is transferred to Q and process P is discarded.
Alternatively, a program may be interrupted after predetermined time has elapsed. The program behaves as P until time t, when control is transferred to Q. Without the time parameter, the transfer operator $ resembles the interrupt operator of [ 133: the first program may be interrupted at any time.
Distributed termination
Termination in CSP and Timed CSP is modelled by the observation of the special termination event J. In the original language description, any component of a parallel construct can signal termination -indicating that the whole program has terminated _ while others are still executing. This conflicts with our intended treatment of termination; a parallel combination should not offer to synchronise upon the event J unless all components are ready to terminate. Indeed, a similar condition is placed upon parallel combinations in [ 133: here, asynchronous executions may not signal termination.
In the current language of Timed CSP, parallel programs may only terminate when all their components are ready. In the parallel combinations
PhQ and PiQ
the special event J is implicitly present in each interface set, and the interleaving operator admits the following equivalence where the partially interleaved parallel operator to the right allows both components to execute independently, synchronising only upon events from the common interface.
Timed process algebras
In recent years, a variety of process algebras have been developed for the analysis of timed systems. Four approaches have been adopted. Specifications are programs in the process algebra, or properties of execution trees. In the first case, programs are proved correct by establishing that the semantics of the program is bisimilar to the semantics of the specification.
In the second, we must establish that the semantics of the program has the specified property. 
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The testing approach. As in the bisimulation approach, programs are given an operational semantics, but equivalence is not defined by relations on synchronisation trees. Instead, programs are characterised by their possible interactions with testing programs. Two programs are equivalent under a certain class of testing program if no test from this class can distinguish them. Furthermore, a program P may be said to refine another program Q if it passes every test that Q passes. A specification consists of a program Q if it passes every test that Q passes. A specification consists of a program S and the relation R, which must hold between S and any proposed implementation.
This approach is taken in the TPL of Hennessy and Regan TPL
Clll.
The algebraic approach. Program equivalence is defined directly by a complete set of algebraic laws. A specification is a program, and a proposed implementation may be verified using laws which define a refinement relation. This approach is often used in conjunction with either testing or bisimulation equivalence. Given a complete axiomatisation for the operational equivalence, both algebraic and operational techniques may be applied. This approach is taken in RTPA [ 11, and Liang Chen's Timed CCS [16] . The denotational approach. Programs are associated with elements of a denotational domain; two programs are equivalent if they are associated with the same object. A specification is a predicate upon elements of the denotational domain, and a program satisfies a specification if the defining predicate holds of its semantics. The same language may be given an operational semantics, as in APA [ 151 and Timed CSP [26] , or a complete set of algebraic laws [ 191. The denotational approach is also taken in [3, 14, 28] .
A characteristic of the use of denotational models is the separation of programs and specifications. A specification language -such as a temporal logic [2] -can be given an interpretation in the denotational domain, and used to capture program requirements in a property-oriented fashion. As an example, consider the requirement that two events a and b occur alternately, beginning with an occurrence of event a. In CSP, q (c-*P,) n Stop Any other events which are possible for the program must be included in the program description; in the above description, we have allowed for the possibility of a third event c.
The requirement does not insist that either of the events is performed -no liveness condition is present -so we must allow for the possibility that an implementation may cease to perform a's and b's at any time; this is the reason for the nondeterministic choice above. More generally, the requirement might be described by a state machine shown in Fig. 2 . This machine alternates between two live states, according to whether a or b is proscribed, but may move to a deadlocked state at any time by performing the internal action r.
The practice of using programs to capture requirements is more successful at higher levels of abstraction.
As more information is added to the semantics of the language, using programs in this way leads to over-specification -additional requirements are placed upon the implementation -or complicated expressions which are difficult to relate to the original intention.
Further, it is difficult to combine programs which represent requirements in an intuitive and compositional manner; the result of combining two such programs may not correspond to the desired combination of requirements. This problem is eliminated by the use of a denotational semantic model for specification. The nature of denotat~onal semantics guarantees ~ompositionality.
We will often wish to examine the behaviour of the same program at different levels of abstraction. In the operational approach, this may be done by considering different notions of program equivalence. In the denotational approach, a different semantic model is required. In Timed CSP, different semantic models may be used in the same specification: Reed's hierarchy supports a uniform theory of program verification at several levels of abstraction.
